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Abstract 

In this literature, a fuzzy control technique is proposed for analyses and designs of a serious aerodynamic 
coupled skid-to-turn supersonic missile. Fuzzy decoupling logic is developed from conventional design 
techniques and experiences with two measurable accelerations. It can be easily applied to cope with large 
single-axis and double-axis maneuvers simultaneously. The fuzzy control system provides simple manner to get 
same robustness comparing to those of conventional designs technique. All analyzed results are verified by 5-DOF 
simulations under system variations and uncertainties. 
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Ⅰ. Introduction 
It is well known that aerodynamic couplings from 

pitching/yawing channels to rolling channels of 
cruciform skid-to-turn missiles will destabilize or 
degrade the performance of the system[1,2]. Higher gain 
crossover frequency ratios of the rolling channel to 
pitching/ yawing channels for decoupling are usually 
expected. They are usually used in conventional design 
techniques [3, 4], and are diagonal dominant designs 
for multivariable feedback systems[5,6]. They are 
disturbance rejection designing techniques. However, it 
is constrained by hardware dynamics, especially for 
bandwidth-limited fin actuators.  

Furthermore, aerodynamic couplings from 
pitching / yawing channels to rolling channels are 
classified into unstable and stable aerodynamic 
couplings. The unstable- coupling decreases the gain 
crossover frequency of the rolling channel, while the 
stable coupling increases the gain crossover 
frequencies. They are corresponding to large 
single-axis and large double-axis maneuvers, 
respectively for cruciform missile. However, small 
maneuvers are almost not disturbing the gain 
crossover frequencies. Therefore, complicated gain 
adaptations according to magnitudes of maneuvers to 
keep almost constant gain crossover frequency are 
usually required.  

They are call gain logic and usually need vast 
mathematic evaluations. In this work, fuzzy gain 
logic is used on-line or off-line and gives simple 
manner to describe small / large unstable / stable 
couplings and large/small gain adaptations for the 
rolling loop automatically. Other possible methods 
are to use cross- decoupling controllers[7-9], output 
feedback- decoupling controllers[10,11] and Dynamic 
Inversion (DI) methods[12-18]. In general, inverting 
the transfer function matrix of plant for missile flight 
control system suffers from it has large modeled, 
un- modeled uncertainties, non- minimum-phase 
zeros and large faster variations of cross-coupling 
dynamics. 

This literature is organized as follows: effects of 
aerodynamic couplings are discussed and classified in 
Section II; conventional designs are discussed and 
applied in Section III; the proposed fuzzy logic is 
applied to the considered system in Section IV; and 
5DOF simulations verification are performed. It will be 
seen that the fuzzy flight control system provides simple 
manner to get same robustness comparing to those of 
conventional designs technique. All analyzed results 
will be verified by 5-DOF simulations under system 
variations and uncertainties. 
 
 
Ⅱ. The Coupling Effects 

The translational and rotational dynamics of the 
missile shown in Fig.1 are described by the following 

six nonlinear differential equations[19]: 
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In above equations, U, V and W are velocity 
components measured on the missile body axes; P, Q 
and R are the components of the body angular rate: 

zgygxg FFF ,,  are the gravitational forces acting along 
the body axes: and zyx III ,,  are the moments of 
inertia. The variable s  is the reference area, q  is the 
dynamic pressure 
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l  is the reference length. The aerodynamic lifting 
forces ( zyx CCC ,, ) and moments ( nml CCC ,, ) are 

function of Mach number, angle of attack ( *α ), angle 
of sideslip ( *β ); the angles of attack and sideslip are 
defined as 
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The small signal perturbation model from a 
specified set of trim conditions 

),,,,,,( ***** βαYOZO AARQP  is described by following 
differential equations: 
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where p, q, r are body angular rate deviations from 
trims )R,Q,P( *** ; zacca , yacca  are body acceleration 
deviations from trims )A,A( YOZO ; and α and β are 
angles of attack and sideslip deviations from 
trims ),( ** βα , Sl  is the distance between sensor 
position and Central of Gravity (CG). 

)()()( N,M,L ••• , )(•Y  and )(•Z are derivatives of 
moments ( nml C,C,C )/ forces ( zy C,C ) with respect 
to p, q, r, βα , , r,q,p δδδ . Fig. 2 shows connections 
given by Equations (10) to (16), in which gray blocks 
show coupling effects between rolling/ yawing/ 
pitching channels. For large angle of attack( *α ) and 
small sideslip angle ( *β ), the magnitude of terms 

*tanβ  and αL  will much less than those of *tanα  

and ,Lβ  thus the original 3×3 system can be 

decomposed into a 2×2 roll-yaw coupled system 
and a pitching system. Similar to the case of large 
value of *β  and small value of *α , it can be 
decomposed into a 2×2 roll-pitch coupled system 
and a yawing system. In the following paragraph, a 
2×2 roll-yaw coupled system and a 2×2 roll-pitch 
coupled system are used to illustrating aerodynamic 
coupling effects. 

Now, consider the major coupling effects from 
yawing channel to rolling channel of a 2×2 roll-yaw 
coupled system. The transfer function of rp δ/  is 
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The denominator of Equation (17) can be 
approximated by  
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Since the value of rN  is negative for stable static 

margin(SM), the positive value of βα L*  is called the 
unstable aerodynamic coupling for it will destabilize 
or degrade performance of the system; while negative 
value of βα L*  is called the stable aerodynamic 
coupling. Note that the magnitude of βL  given in the 

numerator of Equation  (17) is much greater than that 
of .δrL  Such that βL  and βα L*  are two major 

coupling terms. They affect not only the magnitude 
but also the stability of the system. Equation (17) gives 
also that the coupling behavior due to βL  and βα L*  
will occur in the low-medium frequency band. 

Considering another simplified 2×2 roll-pitch 
coupled system, the transfer function of q/p δ  is in 
the form of 
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Similar to discussions for the 2×2 roll-yaw coupled 
system, one can find the approximated denominator of 
Equation (19) is  
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Equation (20) gives the positive value of αβ L*  is 
called the stable aerodynamic coupling; and negative 
value of αβ L*  is called the unstable aerodynamic 

coupling. αβ L*  and αL  are two major coupling terms 
from pitching channel to rolling channel. Equation (17) 
and Equation (19) give that the characteristic of the 
considered system is largely affected by αβ L*  and 

.L*
βα  Therefore, the major couplings to rolling 

channel can be described by  

αβ βα L*ML*NT qrC −=                              (21) 

Negative value of CT  represents the coupling is 
unstable and positive value of CT  represents the 
coupling is stable. Zero value of CT  represents zero 

coupling. Large value of *α  or *β  is corresponding 
to large value of ZOA  or YOA . They approach to 
measured accelerations ( ZFA , YFA ) also.  Fig. 3 shows 
the coupling CT  of the considered system.  

It gives stable, unstable and zero aerodynamic 
couplings. The small perturbed aerodynamic 
coefficients of the considered system are given in 
Appendix A [20] for ten typical combinations of 
angle of attacks ( *α ) and sideslip ( *β ). Fig.4 
shows typical open-loop frequency responses of 
rolling channel for stable/ unstable/ zero aerodynamic 
couplings. The flight condition, gains and 
compensators will be discussed and given in next 
section. Fig.4 shows gain crossover frequencies are 
largely affected by aerodynamic couplings. The 
unstable-coupling destabilizes the system and 
stable-coupling increasing the gain crossover 
frequency. 
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Fig.5 shows the constant- CT  loci with respect to 
|| ZOA  and .|A| YO  It is redrawn from Fig.3. The 

shaded-area is the stable aerodynamic coupling region 
and can be further partitioned into “ZC”, “ZC SSC”, 
SSC”, “SSC LSC”, “LSC” areas roughly; i.e., from 
zero-coupling(ZC) through small-stable 
coupling(SSC) to large- stable coupling (LSC). The 
other region is the unstable aerodynamic coupling 
region and can be further partitioned into “ZC SUC”, 
“SUC LUC” and “LUC” areas roughly also; i.e., 
from zero-coupling(ZC) through small-unstable 
coupling (SUC) to large-unstable coupling(LUC). The 
boundaries between areas are ambiguous. It will be 
seen proper gains of the autopilot are dependent on 
zero-small-large values of aerodynamic couplings. 
The gain logic in conventional autopilot according to 

|A| ZO  and |A| YO  is very complicated. 
 
 
Ⅲ. Conventional Design 

Techniques 
Fig.6 excluding the fuzzy logic block is the 

conventional well-proven control configuration of 
missile autopilots[3,4]; in which ( opoK , ipoK ), 
( oqK , iqW , iqK ) and ( orK , irW , irK ) are gains of 
rolling/pitching/yawing channels to be adapted. In 
general, they are first gain scheduled with missile 
velocity and altitude. opoK  and ipoK  are further adapted 
by values of angles of attack/sideslip; 
i.e., ipoip KSckipK ×=  and .KSckopK opoop ×=  opoK  

and ipoK  are gains of zero aerodynamic coupling 
situations. Angles of attack/sideslip are usually replaced 
by measurable accelerations ZfA  and .AYf  In this work, 
more attentions are paid for large angles of 
attack/sideslip; i. e., large maneuvers of yawing / 
pitching channels. For skid-to-turn missile, the 
performance of the rolling channel pays a central role for 
coping with aerodynamic dynamic coupling from 
yawing / pitching channels. It needs not other gain 
adjusting logic for pitching / yawing channels. 

In general, three single-input single-output 
(SISO) systems are designed first individually for 
conventional autopilot designs to get nominal 
gains( opoK , ipoK ), ( oqK , iqW , iqK ), ( orK , irW , irK ). 
And then connect them with aero-dynamic / 
kinematical coupling terms (see Fig.2); i.e., 
MIMO system, for verification the suitability of 
SISO designs. Several iterations are usually 
needed to get gain adaptive factor Sckip  and Sckop  
for different values of angles of attack/sideslip. 
Transfer functions for analyses and designs are 
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for rolling channel; 
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for pitching channel; 
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for yawing channel. The robustness specifications 
of the rolling channel with aerodynamic couplings 
from pitching/yawing channels are defined as: 
 
1. Low frequency gain margin (LFGM) ≦ 0.707; 
2. High frequency gain margin (HFGM)≧ 1.707; 
3. Phase margin( PM )              ≧ 55deg 
4. Gain crossover frequency   9Hz≦ CRω ≦12Hz 
 

The break point for specification checking is 
at rolling inner loop. Table 1 gives final results 
with aerodynamic coefficient given in Appendix 
A, and hardware and compensators dynamics on 
S-domain given in Appendix B. Digital 
compensators are derived from bilinear 
transformation: )1(/)1(2 +−= zTzs s  in 5-DOF 
simulations given in Section V. The gains 
( opoK , ipoK , oqK , iqW , iqK , orK , irW , irK  ) give in 
Appendix A. The bandwidths of rolling/pitching/ 
yawing channels are 6Hz/≧1.1Hz/ ≧1.1Hz; 
respectively. Fig.4 is frequency responses of 
flight conditions (A1, A4, A10) with all 
( Sckip , Sckop )=(1, 1). A10 is the zero- coupling 
case, A1 is a large unstable-coupling case(LUC), 
and A4 is a large stable-coupling case(LSC). Fig.6 
is frequency responses of flight condition (A1, A4, 
A10) with ( Sckip , Sckop ) given in Table 1. From 
Figs.4 and 6, one can see the un-stable system 
becomes stable, and large gain crossover 
frequency is reduced after ( Sckip , Sckop ) are 
introduced. 

From Table 1 and Fig.5, one can see that 
Sckip  and Sckop  are nonlinear functions of || ZOA  
and || YOA . Roughly speaking, the value of Sckop  
is increasing for max( || ZOA , || YOA ) is increasing. 
Sckip  is increasing for | CT | is increasing in unstable 
aerodynamic coupling while decreasing for | CT | is 
increasing in stable aerodynamic coupling. Note that 
the single-axis maneuver gives unstable aerodynamic 
coupling while double-axis maneuver gives stable 
aerodynamic coupling. Explicit formulation for Sckip  
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and Sckop  with || ZOA  and || YOA  are very 
difficult and complicated. Therefore, look-up 
table technique with 2-D interpolation method is 
usually applied. In this work, Fuzzy technique 
with central of gravity method[21] will be applied 
to find                                Sckip  and Sckop .  It will 
give a simple manner to describe zero-small-large 
values of maneuver || ZOA  or || YOA  and gain 
adaptation. 
 
 
Ⅳ. The Fuzzy Gain Logic  

Table 1 gives values of Sckip  and Sckop for 
different combination of || ZOA  and || YOA  found 
by conventional design techniques. The maximal 
maneuverability of the considered system is 23G. The 
experience stated in Section III and zero-small-large 
couplings partitions given in Fig.4 can be used to 
formulate of fuzzy gain logic. In following 
formulation, || ZOA  and || YOA  are replaced by 

|A| Zf  and |,A| Yf  respectively for on-line fuzzy 

logic will use measurable feedback datum |A| Zf  

and |A| Yf . There are two fuzzy logics for finding 
Sckip  and Sckop , individually.  

Now, consider the outer loop gain scaling 
factor Sckop.  Table 1 and Fig.4 give Sckop  is 
function of }|||,|{max YfZf AA  and CT . The 

membership function of }|||,|{max YfZf AA  

is shown in Fig.7(a). It is divided into five 
situations: “SS”, “SM”, “MM”, “ML”, “LL”; i.e., 
from small through medium to large value of 

}|||,|{max YfZf AA . The output membership 

function of Sckop  is shown in Fig.7(b). It is 
divided into “ZC”, “SC”, “LC”; i.e., from zero 
through small to large coupling situations. Fig.7(c) 
shows the fuzzy rule base. 

Table 1 and Fig.4 give Sckip  is functionof   

|| ZfA , || YfA  and .TC  Fig.8(a) shows membership 
functions of || ZfA  and .|| YfA  Fig.8(b) shows output 

membership function of Sckip.  Fig.8(c) shows 
the fuzzy rule base. Central of gravity method[21] 
is used to find Sckop  and Sckip.  Off-line analyses 
of ten flight conditions comparing to Table 1 is 
given in Table 2. From Tables 1 and 2, one can 
seen that fuzzy gain adaptation give compatible 
results. 
 
 
 
 
Ⅴ. Simulation Verifications  

Figs.9 shows the 5-DOF simulating results for 
pitching/yawing channels commands (

YCZC A,A ) = 
(-23.0G, -1.47G) with fuzzy gain logic. The velocity is 
kept at 2.0 Mach and initial altitude at 0.5Km. It is a large 
single-axis maneuver. The fuzzy gain logic updated rate 
is 50Hz. Output limitations for ( δrcδqc,δpc, ) are (±5°, 
±20°, ±20°). This operating condition is corresponding 
to trim condition ( *α , *β ) = (12°, 1°). It gives the 
performance and stability of the system are satisfactory. 
The maximal value of rolling angular rate is equal to 
-15.6 deg/s. ± 5G varying testing for pitching channel 
command ZCA  is applied after 4 seconds. It is 
corresponding to angle of attack ( *α ) varying from 10° 
to 14°. These testing shows the fuzzy gain logic adapting 
Sckop  and Sckip automatically, and give good 
performance and robustness. 

Fig.10 shows simulation results for ( *α , *β ) = (12°, 
12°). It is a large double- axis maneuver. The 
corresponding maneuverability are ( YCZC AA , ) = (-23.0G, 
-23.0G). ±5G varying testing for pitching channel 
command ZCA  are applied after 4 seconds also. It gives 
same conclusion as the large single-axis maneuver 
shown in Fig.9. 
 
 
Ⅵ. Conclusions 

In this literature,  a fuzzy flight control 
technique has been proposed for analyses and 
designs of a serious aerodynamic coupled 
skid-to-turn supersonic missile. Fuzzy decoupling 
logic was developed from conventional design 
techniques and experiences with two measurable 
accelerations. The fuzzy flight control system provides 
simple manner to get same robustness comparing to 
those of conventional designs technique. All analyzed 
results are verified by 5-DOF simulations under system 
variations and uncertainties. 
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Appendix A: Aerodynamic Coefficients and Loop Gains 

Ten sets(A1~A10) of aerodynamic coefficients and trim values ( YOZO AA , , roqo δδ , ) 
of an air-to-air missile [20] at VM=676.8m/s are given below: 

 pLδ =14366 qLδ  =431 rLδ  =431 qZδ =-28.6 
 pL =-3.50 qM =-2.82 rN  =-2,82 rYδ =28.6 
 qM δ =-584 =pMδ -17.5 rNδ =-584. pNδ =-17.5 
 Sl  =0.035 BM =0.0145 Alt = 0.5Km Mach=2.0 
 opoK =38.95 oqK =0.062 iqW =28.24 iqK =0.046 
 ipoK =0.0031 orK =0.062 irW =28.24 irK =0.046 

A 1 . *α =12.0° *β =1.00° αL =629.9 βL = 8238 
 αM =-737.2 βN =353.3 αZ =-183.5 βY  =-99.5 
 qoδ =-11.3° roδ =0.46° ZOA =-23G YOA =-1.47G 

A 2 . *α =12.0° *β =4.00° αL =2665 βL = 3533 
 αM =-737.2 βN =353.3 αZ =-183.5 βY  =-113.4 
 qoδ =-11.6° roδ =2.19° ZOA = -23G YOA = -5.96G 

A 3 . *α =12.0° *β =8.00° αL =5552 βL = -4382 
 αM =-737.2 βN =634.9 αZ =-183.5 βY  =-167.7 
 qoδ =-11.6° roδ =6.32° ZOA =-23G YOA =-13.5G 

A 4 . *α =12.0° *β =12.00° αL =6838.8 βL = -6838.8 
 αM =-737.2 βN =737.2 αZ =-183.5 βY  =-183.5 
 qoδ =-11.6 roδ =11.6 ZOA =-23G YOA =-23G 

A 5 . *α =8.0° *β =1.00° αL =574.1 βL =5327 
 αM =-634.9 βN =276.6 αZ =-167.7 βY  =-183.5 
 qoδ =-6.3° roδ =0.47° ZOA =-13.5G YOA =-1.47G 

A 6 . *α =8.0° *β =4.00° αL =3392 βL = -332 
 αM =-634.9 βN =353.3 αZ =-167.7 βY  =-113.4 
 qoδ =-6.3 roδ =2.19 ZOA =-13.5G YOA =-5.96G 

A 7 . *α =8.0° *β =8.00° αL =5757 βL =5757 
 αM =-634.9 βN =634.9 αZ =-167.7 βY  =-167.7 
 qoδ =-6.32° roδ =6.32° ZOA =-13.5G YOA =-13.5G 

A 8 . *α =4.0° *β =1.00° αL =558 βL =2609 
 αM =-353.3 βN =276.6 αZ =-113.4 βY  =-99.6 
 qoδ =-2.19 roδ =0.47 ZOA =-5.96G YOA =-1.47G 

A 9 . *α =4.0° *β =4.00° αL =-3435 βL =3435  
 αM =-353.3 βN =353.3 αZ =-113.4 βY  =-113.4 
 qoδ =-2.19° roδ =2.19° ZOA =-5.96G YOA =-5.96G 

A10 . *α =1.0° *β =1.00° αL =-2567 βL = -2567 
 αM =-276.6 βN =276.6 αZ =-99.6 βY  =-99.6 
 qoδ =0.47° roδ =0.47° ZOA =-1.47G YOA =-1.47G 
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Appendix B: Compensators and Hardware Dynamic Models  
 
1. Rolling outer/inner loop compensators 
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2. Yawing/Pitching outer/inner loop compensators 
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3. Actuator models 
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4. Rate gyro/accelerometer models 
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5. Inner loop low-pass filter body angular rate 
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6. Outer loop low-pass filter for acceleration 
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Table 1. Rolling channel design results with gain logic. 
Trims Maneuvers Gain Scaling Robustness 

*α / *β  )(/ GAyoAzo  Sckop  Sckip  LFGM HFGM PM(°) )(HzCRω  
1°/1° -1.47/-1.47 1.00 1.00 ∞ 2.35 65.0 10.2 
4°/1° -5.96/-1.47 1.12 1.10 0.19 2.24 63.3 10.6 
8°/1° -13.5/-1.47 1.30 1.23 0.43 2.00 60.4 10.6 
12°/1° -23.0/-1.47 1.50 1.45 0.68 1.72 56.9 10.6 
4°/4° -5.96/-5.96 1.12 0.90 ∞ 2.72 63.9 10.3 
4°/8° -5.96/-13.5 1.30 1.00 ∞ 2.45 61.7 10.9 
4°/12° -5.96/-23.0 1.50 1.20 0.37 2.05 58.3 11.0 
8°/8° -13.5/-13.5 1.30 0.70 ∞ 3.44 65.6 11.1 
8°/12° -13.5/-23.0 1.50 0.72 ∞ 3.33 63.2 11.5 
12°/12° -23.0/-23.0 1.50 0.50 ∞ 4.74 69.2 11.9 

 
Table 2. Rolling channel design results with fuzzy gain logic. 

Trims Maneuvers Gain Scaling Robustness 
*α / *β  )(/ GAyoAzo  Sckop  Sckip  LFGM HFGM PM(°) )(HzCRω  

1°/1° -1.47/-1.47 1.04 1.04 ∞ 2.35 65.0 10.7 
4°/1° -5.96/-1.47 1.14 1.14 0.19 2.16 63.4 11.0 
8°/1° -13.5/-1.47 1.29 1.21 0.44 2.04 60.3 10.4 
12°/1° -23.0/-1.47 1.51 1.43 0.69 1.74 56.3 10.3 
4°/4° -5.96/-5.96 1.14 0.85 ∞ 2.89 63.2 9.8 
4°/8° -5.96/-13.5 1.29 1.01 ∞ 2.43 62.0 10.9 
4°/12° -5.96/-23.0 1.51 1.22 0.36 2.02 58.4 11.2 
8°/8° -13.5/-13.5 1.29 0.77 ∞ 3.13 65.3 11.6 
8°/12° -13.5/-23.0 1.51 0.71 ∞ 3.36 63.2 11.4 
12°/12° -23.0/-23.0 1.51 0.50 ∞ 4.72 69.1 11.9 
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Fig.1 Coordinated system definitions. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.2 Linear perturbed model of the missile with 
trims ( ), ** βα . 

 
 
 

 
Fig.3 Couplings ( CT ) from pitching/yawing  

channels to rolling channel. 
 
 

 
Fig.4 Open-loop frequencies of 

unstable/stable/zero aerodynamic couplings. 
 
 

 
 
Fig.5 Classification for stable/unstable couplings. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.6 Autopilot configuration with fuzzy gain logic. 
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Fig.7 (a) Membership function of manuverbility. 

(b) Ｍembership function of Sckop.  
(c) Fuzzy rule base. 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Fig.8 (a) Membership of manuverbilities.  

(b) Ｍembership of Sckip.  
(c) Fuzzy rule base. 

 

 
Fig.9 5-DOF simulation of a large single-axis 

(Azc,Ayc)=(-23G,-1.47G) Maneuvering. 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.10 5-DOF simulation of a large double-axis 

(Azc,Ayc)=(-23G,-23G) maneuvering. 
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超音速飛彈之解藕連模糊控制系統設計 
 

蔡添壽 

國立虎尾科技大學飛機工程學系 助理教授 

 

摘   要 

本文根據傳統飛行控制系統設計技術與經驗，提出模糊解藕連飛行控制系統設計，模糊控制法則

的兩個輸入參數為可量測的加速度資料，此模糊控制法則可以簡單的被運用來對付單軸與雙軸大操縱

命令飛行操作，得到的結果與傳統的設計相當，但方法較簡單，不需要多維增益值查表，所有的分析

結果都經含不確定性與大系統變異之五自由度飛行模擬驗證。 

 

 

關鍵詞:模糊控制、飛行控制系統、氣動力解藕。 
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